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1:11
Kyle Lyenberger inteviewed a local assistant fire chief about fire saftey as 

temperatures begin to dip.  In the interview the official stated that they see 

an increase in reported fires centered around holiday cooking, especially with 

deep frying turkeys.  The story gave viewers tips on how to safely deep fry 

turkeys without creating a fire hazzard or causing burns , the report also gave 

viewers a website to visit that gave additional tips on saftey with holiday 

Home Care Fox 24 News 

Edge

3-Dec-13 9:00pm 1:23 Reporter Tyler Thomason interviewed a local tree care business to discuss the importance of being 

proactive and having trees trimmed around the home before ice and bad weather hits. The report detailed 

the potential damage unkept trees could cause by falling on the home and powerlines. The story told 

viewers to prepare the home  by setting up an appointement with a local tree service buisness for tree 

removal and trimming cost before bad weather hit. 

Fire Saftey Fox 24 News 

Edge

November 

27,2013

9:00pm

 1;38
reproter Kyle Lynenbarger interviewed  the director of the center for business 

and economfic research at the University of Arkansas regarding affects a 

government shut down would have on the local economy.  Kathy Deck said that 

there is an estimated 2,300 jobs affected locally if congress does not agree on 

a spending bill.  She also detailed how big companies in the area would also 

suffer.  

9:00pm

 9:00pm 1:51:00  Reporter Kyle Lyenbarger  filed a story on local implementation of the affordable health care act.   The 

report said that currently there are only 3 licensed  person assisters locally.  The report also detailed how 

a course offered at NWA Community college is providing training to provide more licensed IPA's that are 

considered experts on the Affordable Care Act In Arkansas.  The reports also guided viewers to a website 

to find a guide nearest to them.

9:00pm  1:59

KFTA Issues/4th quarter

Health Fox 24 News 

Edge

12-Nov-13 9:00pm  3:20
A special report listed new dangers discovered locally regarding button sized 

lithium batteries.  A Little Rock mother was interviewed for the story, who 

told of her daugthers mysterious illness only to find she has swallowed a 

common lithium battery.   The report detailed problems that ingesting a button 

size battery can create for a toddlers health and how easy it can be to swallow 

them for children.  The report  also listed the chemical reactions a body can 
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Illegal  Hunting

Reporter Rebecca Jeffrey interviewed local officials of the Arkansas Game and 

Fish commission efforts to identify poachers a week into modern gun deer 

season.  The report detailed the issues authorities have had so far and a sting 

operation conducted to search for hunters involved in illegal activity.  The 

report also listed fines and punishments for hunters who are caught. 
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